About the artist

I am a certified music-holic. I play piano and violin, both horribly, and have been in choral groups since time immemorial. I have had private composition lessons since 2015. My recent focus is choral music and a string quartet. My principle influences are the Tin Pan Alley songwriters and the Russian romantic era composers. I hope you enjoy my music. That's its sole purpose.

Artist page: https://www.free-scores.com/Download-PDF-Sheet-Music-cdavis64davis.htm

About the piece

Title: Six Children's Pieces  
Composer: Davis, Charles  
Arranger: Davis, Charles  
Copyright: Copyright©2017 Charles Davis, license Creative Commons CC BY-NC-SA 4.0  
Publisher: Davis, Charles  
Instrumentation: Piano solo  
Style: Children  
Comment: A composition assignment where Children's Pieces meant that each piece fits on one page. So I composed six easy pieces about a specific child: me. Age eight, 1953, no internet, no TV, but a world of imagination and a schoolyard full of kids across the street more than made up for it. The salient memories: I-Gotcha. Playing tag was common at the schoolyard. All one had to do was touch someone else and say gotcha and the game was on. II-Starli... (more online)
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Six Children's Pieces

I - Gotcha

Straight Eighths

A game of tag

Old memories

As though remembering a game of tag
Sempre legato

Very lightly depress damper pedal to create echo effect.

IV-Trains in the Night
Six Children's Pieces

V-Sidekick Shuffle

Tempo di mosey
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VI - Soon It Will Snow

Very Rubato - Falling Snow in the Night - Slower - Half tempo

Six Children's Pieces